
ISLINGTON POEM: 

 

trapped beneath the feet/political sewers 

 infamous tony blair & tiny hairs 

& bloody ink gutters run between 

the hampstead & highgate express 

& the islington gazette 

cerebreal supporters of the arsenal 

lenin & jeremy corbyn 

(together on one recording) 

they bleed their 

sweet neurons nightly 

magnificently on the balcony 

geordie armstrong on the wing 

& a seething mass of white irish 

the smell of bertie mee 

& charlie george years later 

the nevernding buzz of arsene venger 

the wheels of the crush 

recalled the speeches they made 

the royal woolwich & marches 

bands at the angel pub 

roughly sleeping 

the wheels of the crush 

prisoners of the sex trade 

the boys and girls 

the girls and boys 

layered in sinful alliance 

ghostly gods and goddesses 

their bricked-in luxury apartments 

the town hall clock 

divisions of temple money 

& we of  words 



our  banners flared against parliamentary democracy 

& we do not support 

the wheels of the crush 

our tongues inflamed in irons of welt & stone 

& highbury 

& the graves of our traitors 

below these city streets 

 

(you cannot meet us) 

we are beyond your expectations 

 

 

  



1/ The Mechanical Recreation of a Rose 

petal it stroke 
the amulet of chance 
i spoke in dance 
of chaos frost 
& icicle wind to the chant of the living 
its breathing 
its escaping 
from this thorn of keeping 
its rhyme a scythe from dreams 
it returns 
its petal enfolds 
the closing of an eye 
into hot sensation of a flower 
but knot insisting 
as such it throttles full mechanical 
upon the vine 
the blood of the victims 
staining your hands 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2/ 

a rusted nail reaches out resplendent 

flesh across the dark & bitter 

winds wail against redemption walls 

where our hunger came 

we chiselled & aggregate 

to supplement the mixture 

a total creature crawling naked 

& split on the hoof 

remarkable water-lilies cascade 

& dance among the violin creeks 

the eddies of  this  triumphant wind 

& time slakes its thirst of men 

in their droves along the range 

the battlements of a once-tossed rage 

which burst this envelope of reason 

tricked & battered 

with light incisions 

of snake-infested funds 

 

 

 

  



3/ 

the leaps and 

duty of every 

to take this 

& imbue with our 

 

to sin again would be 

 

yet nightly the sowing by the window 

to gather the dusty books 

shave off every explanation 

& reduce again 

this atomic grain 

  



 

iiiiiiii 
shot thru the plastic 

confines & the corner of the angle 

where your mouth drool 
& the consequence of judge tongue 

lip & dressing of the sentence 

out & into the frost secular city 

cold with only cloth of sound-bite 

& jargon of the pool where he fell 
the cops & nouns gather 

in the final glimmer of how we feel 

 


